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Remote developers/technical writers living in Vietnam read the public discussion about software development and may not know that the main purpose is the production of running water. The sole purpose of software development is to be forgiven for the impression that it is a unit test. There are very few
articles about coding practices, and they are occasionally. An article about test strategy is legion. And they tend to be strangely lively (test writing test happy teams sitting on each other's knees) or blaming (slip-on and disciplined for nothing other than 100% code range). It was not used like this. We used
to focus on development, and we did enough testing for our own work, but we knew clearly that this was just the beginning, but we knew clearly that a dedicated SDET team would do a real test based on functional specifications, and we weren't prejudiced by our knowledge of the code. Nomenclature
BlackBox testing: Use functional specifications as a guide to test functional specifications as a guide, based on behavior and test tests in the user interface (EXE) or test harness (DLL). White Box Test: The same as a black box, but knowledge of the code and therefore prejudiced. Generally not
recommended for permanent, conclusive testing with developersunit tests: direct testing of code features, passing sample data sets, and generally considered to be accidentally decisive performed by developers, often credited with magical powers and considered by many as defined entry point
documents. See test-oriented developmenttraditional software testing is a black box. The developer writes or implements function specifications, tests the basic functionality enough to know that the yin-edge case is likely to work, and then passes it on to blackbox testers who specialize in testing. Ideally,
developers and SDET work closely together and do as much work as possible to bypass the bug database and the teddy. Obviously in the past, many companies have not done this enough. It was important to test thoroughly because we worked frequently on the server within a few hours of bug
discovery, and sometimes spent a day and a half in the tester's office. We worked well together. But some companies considered the test to be a confirmation box and nothing more. In 2008, my manager and My Manager were working with my manager on a test-driven development about writing unit
tests for ready-to-release applications, being too small to disassemble into units, the conversation was insanely messy, and when he mentioned something new, he went into the lunatic realm. The first thing that comes to mind is that, despite the most diligent planning, we were learning things we didn't
expect in design during development, so previously written tests were incomplete or needed a constant revisit, which is a waste of time compared to writing after implementation is complete. Fatally so, but upside down. But TDD has dominated the industry despite this, and now testing has replaced the
development itself with the core... Software development. I've already written about this elsewhere and don't repeat it here: in response to unit testing -r77132y7but and other articles, I learned a lot more than I thought. Why Johnny couldn't do CodeLong before the personal computer revolution, a handful
of companies that develop software have already found that some programmers are much more productive than others, and have produced great code. It wasn't any difference in intelligence, it wasn't a quick input, it wasn't time anymore. Studies have shown that the key to this excellent performance was
the ability to enter periods of long-term and unbroken concentrations called flow. To learn more about this, or read my other article: glass-of--c5fad8da35a1 was a great place to work until Microsoft grew too much and this perception was woven into their corporate culture; We had a private office and
minimal interruptions. It did not last. Maximizing shareholder value meant doubling or quadrupled our office share, and we were called to more and more meetings. The important thing here is that being able to focus is essential to doing good. Because Johnny can't like working alone. I like to close the
door to an unshared office, light it up, wear headphones to play music around depressed, and concentrate and code for hours. I can work for a few weeks and when everything is done, the bug seldom works or at all. You can focus. Concentration is out of style in the software. The reason i'm so obsessed
with testing is that I can't write good code because I can't focus on it. You scrum a completely pointless daily scrum (theology for status updates; we used to do this by email) scheduled for 8:30 or 9 am, so your day starts after the heart-numbing slogan of a rush hour commute leaving you tired from the
beginning. Team interactions and recurring meetings constantly disrupt the day. You'll be asked to get out of work and respond quickly to emails to enable pop-ups and respond. Take frequent breaks for team events and online games. And in the worst case, you've never learned to focus in the first place.
You watch TV and you switch channels every few seconds, you spend time on social networks that transform your attention span with 280 characters, and it takes a few months to read a novel if you read at all, you play an instant game with no response time so you don't have to wait for anything more
than a microwave macaroni and even you come on, come on. You didn't have a chance, you poor sap. So you will write tons of tests. People with concentration have been told it is toxic. Now's time. Seriously, on the freelance agency blog, the manager (in a hurry to brag about his employment rights) said
he wouldn't hire someone like me who worked alone because individualist programmers would bring toxicity to the team and be demoted and terminated. On Twitter, one developer said that people who are obsessed with focus are mentally unstable and that human technology is more important than
productivity. Uh yes. There is a clear hostility towards developers working alone, and what was once the pinnacle of software productivity is now considered contempt and suspicion. Not a team player. The team is for sports. Then I am a cop who is not a proud team player, a lone wolf, I don't get to put my
feet on the team table with anyone else and I am not invited to an alcohol-fueled team scam event. It's okay with me. But I can write solid code, handle huge amounts of responsibilities, and i can concentrate for a very long time, so I can manage a huge amount of detail. And I don't work anywhere they
won't allow me to do that. Our industry is a mess. ResourcesFlow: The psychology of optimal experience allows you to get daily round-ups of the best tech stories subscribe! In this article, why should software testing be a career option and what technologies are most important to software testers: How do
I get software testing? How do I get items in the software test field? Can I get a job in the QA test field? We are frequently asked this type of question. All these questions are somewhat similar to each other. I've written a post about software testing that will help you identify the most important skills needed
for software testing and build your career. Job benefits for software testersRecently, I was going through a job posting in our Job Maps section, and I was surprised to see a list of benefits offered by employers. They hired a reputable company in the UK for the position of software test team leader. In the
job description, the following benefits were mentioned by employers for new employees: You can expect great technical training (including support for istqb certified testers advanced level) and we have an in-house training department that takes care of unmatched opportunities for your personal
development as well as career development. Our company offers bonus schemes, pensions, personal health care, perpetual health insurance, life insurance, sharing schemes, discounted childcare vouchers, flexible working options and all full-time employees with an additional 25 days of holiday
purchase schemes. We strive to reflect our core values by providing a great working environment, and our active sports and social teams host a variety of events such as summer parties, fireworks, quiz nights and various sporting events. Wow! What can employees ask for? Is the day of glory coming?
Employers have benefited from the economic downturn, thinking they're already paying enough to work, and why they're offering more. On the other hand, some employees accepted the offer because they needed a job, so they didn't think much about the benefits. Things have changed now. Now we're
getting rid of this worst economic crisis, so there's a lot of jobs in the market. Now employers need to rethink their recruitment plans to provide good benefits to attract the best talent. However, this employee benefits program is not the same for all companies. Some small businesses cannot afford to offer
all of those benefits. In order to remain competitive in this state-of-the-art technology, companies believe they must be creative in choosing the benefits of their employees. Depending on the basic perks and job type and location, some of the benefits you need can attract good talent to small and medium-
sized businesses. The software industry in the deep tech space is making significant innovative moves. I hope it will flourish again. How do I get a job in the field of software testing? I keep my advice to know your interest before entering any career field. It is wrong to think without thinking and choosing a
career in a software test or other field without analyzing your interest, which can lead to loss of interest as well as work. Now if you know your skills, skills and interests and decide to choose a career in software testing, there are advice/instructions to help you get a good job in software testing. You should
also learn all the manual test concepts. If possible, you have hands-on experience with some automation and bug tracking tools such as Bugzilla and HP ALM, and Jira.It always recommend joining a software testing agency or class that provides a good start and direction for preparation. You can
participate in a software testing course for four months or take a diploma in a software test, from six months to a year. Keep ready during the course. This will help you during the interview immediately after you finish your course. If you have some previous IT experience and want to switch to software
testing, it's a bit simple. While you're applying for a software test job, show your previous IT environment on your resume. If possible, prepare the crash process to get an idea of the software test concept mentioned above about freshness. Because you already have IT experience, be prepared to face
really difficult questions. It can be a software testing tool environment or some testing. From a reputable institution. Avoid showing any fake experiences as this can ruin your career. Work hard and make the most of your abilities instead of getting caught up in fake experiences. Finally, if you think that
software testing is a career that someone can choose, it's absolutely wrong! Better to remove this perception from your mind. In addition to the software testing basics, testing requires in-depth knowledge of SDLF. Good luck to you in your future endeavors. I will continue to guide you and write about how
to prepare for a software test interview for sure. Interview.
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